Proper care and maintenance of your G&A furniture will help add longevity to the product as well as
keeping it looking new. We will discuss the proper treatment for your furniture by category.
Wood Chairs/Barstools/Wood Table Tops
Use only warm soapy water to clean wood chairs, wood barstools and wood table tops. A mild soap such
as dish washing liquid is preferred. Do not use de-greasers, cleaning chemicals or a mixture of water and
bleach/ammonia. Those chemicals will harm the seal-coat which is applied as a final protector of the
wood’s surface. Avoid using any citrus based products as the citrus can dissolve the clear coat and/or
stain. Below, is a picture of a wood table top that was cleaned with chemicals.

There are products that will safely clean wood surfaces which are readily available. Murphy’s Oil Soap or
similar products are recommended.
Always dry the furniture after cleaning.
To ensure that chairs and barstools are structurally sound, they should be checked on a regular basis.
Make sure that bolts and screws are tightened. Also, be sure the glides are secure and replace any that
are worn.
If chairs and barstools are turned over for floor cleaning, be careful not to damage the rear posts on the
table edges.
Wipe dry any liquid spills on tables immediately. Use coasters under glassware, pitchers, etc. to prevent
‘sweat’ rings from forming.
Do not place any hot items directly on the table to include carafes, plates, and small skillets, etc. Heat
shielding mats will work only to 250 degrees which is harmful to the table’s surface. Consider trivets to
protect table surfaces.

Metal Chairs/Barstools
Metal chairs and barstools should be cleaned with warm soapy water only. Again, as with wood
products, a clear coat is used to protect the surfaces and this will be eroded with the use of chemicals.
After using the water solution, dry the chair to prevent rusting. For particularly tough stains, you can use
a commercial cleaner like 409. After the stain is removed, rinse with warm soapy water and dry
thoroughly.
Aluminum Chairs/Barstools
Aluminum chairs and barstools can be cleaned with warm water. If they are installed near a pool or salt
water, hosing them down on a weekly basis will prevent pitting of the aluminum which can occur in
these environments.
Table bases
Again, warm soapy water is the cleaning agent which should be used to clean table bases. Dry the base
after cleaning.
Check table glides to make sure they are secured to the base. Adjust them so the table is level.
Outdoor tables
The warm soapy water is the solution that should be used for cleaning.
Outdoor tables should not be exposed to direct sunlight for extended periods of time.
Our Aluminum TA series should be dried thoroughly after cleaning. These table must be stored right side
up: not sideways on its edge or upside down, especially when it rains.
Refrain from using stemmed glassware on our ST Series of tables. They can cause
damage to the surface.

